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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new design methodology for

the high speed system backplane with sensitivity analysis
and statistical analysis, and verify it with 10Gbps system in
time domain simulation and measurement. For fast and easy
extraction of the optimal condition, sensitivity analysis with
Taguchi method and frequency domain analysis are used.
Also, for the consideration of process variation, statistical
analysis is used. We verify the new design methodology by
simulation result, measurement result, and the probability
distribution of jitter and voltage marign due to process
variation.

1. Introduction
Recently, data rates of the serial l/O interfaces for the

chip-to-chip link are tremendously increased further into the
over-Gbps frequency ranges. Especially, many applications
have ramped quickly to over Gbps definition. Many
techniques, such as differential signaling, equalization, and
pre/de-emphasis, have been developed for last few years in
order to overcome these problems generated from over Gbps
system.

However, we still have a lot of obstacles to design
10Gbps backplane on printed circuit board (PCB). One of
the major problems is the difficulty to consider all of the
design factors which affect the signal quality, such as, the
co-effect of the via with trace and various process variation.

Traditionally, factors which are mentioned above were
ignored due to their difficulties to interpret and analyze.
Moreover, at a low frequency range, matching the
impedance between connected transmission lines guaranteed
the signal integrity, and it was easy to implement because of
small amount of parasitic capacitance and inductance on the
unpredicted structure which were not dorminant, relatively.
Therefore, the most important factor to design on package
and PCB was only focused on the impedance of
transmission line.

When it comes to be over Gbps range, unexpected
factors such as the via with trace cannot be neglected any
more. Merged effects with various parasitics generate an
unexpected distortion and the desired signal becomes to be
hard to transfer from chip to chip as intention. Consequently,
unconcomed factors, such as the co-effect of the via with
trace, the dimension of differential via, and the size of
clearance, make the signal integrity and system
performance degraded.

For the realization of PCBs in 10Gbps system, all
factors must be regarded as possible. So, a new design

methodology more reliable and more flexible is needed to
design 10Gbps backplane successfully.
2. Design Methodology
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of system design methology
(a) conventioanl design methodology (b) proposed

design methodology

In the procedure of system design, there are lots of
design factors which the designer must consider, however
most of them have limited conditions, practically. For
example, signal specification such as voltage and timing
budget cannot be handled by system designer, and many
models which are driver model, package model, and
connector model are also cannot be modified. Therefore, the
only design factor which the designer can manipulate is
trace and via specification on PCBs.
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Figure -(a) describes the conventional design
methodology for system design. The impedance control on
the PCBs which can be calculated by well-defined formula
was unique solution to set up the design flow. If some
problems occur after time domain simulation, the flow must
be back to topology constitution and designers must revise
any factor. However, it is hard to find the critical factors
which make system worse.

In the proposed methodology, as shown in Figure 1-(b),
sensitivity analysis and statistical analysis provide multiple
path which can change the design factors. It enables to
modify each design factors, more easily. Moreover, the
optimal conditions among various design factors which is
acquired from sensitivity analysis, like trace dimension and
via dimension, are more reliable and precise because of the
consideration of the co-effect including an unconcerned
structure. Another errors in the process of implementation
which is added in the optimal values can be predicted by
statistical anaysis.

3. Sensitivity Analysis

diameter, space, layer of via. After classifying each variables,
optimal values for each variables must be decided. We
divide all values into four level, and give them proper values.

Next, the case-by-case simulation and an arrangement of
output data are needed. For the most precise analysis, all
combinations of values in the table must be calculated by all
combinations made by all variables and all values. But, in
this case, we need 262,114 times simulation and analysis, it
is rarely possible, practically. Therefore, we reduce the
number of simulations to 32 times with Taguchi method
which is using an orthogonal array.
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Figure 2. (a) Design factors and denotations on PCBs for

differential signaling (b) Seleted variables and values for
senstivitity analysis

Figure 2 shows the enlarged structure of the trace and via
on PCBs and the detailed denotations for each dimenstion
which are adopted to board. First of all, designers need to
select design factors applied to sensitivity analysis. In this
situation, we select 9 factors; width, space, height of trace in
microstrip line, width, space, height of trace in strip line, and
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Figure 3. Plot of differential S-parameter
40GHz and its area without weighting function
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Figure 4. Formula and frequency specturm of signal

when the rising time is tr, the period is T, and the duty cycle
is 50%

Finally, the analysis of obtained data from simulations is
needed. The 32 times simulations give us the differential S-
parameter 21 informations which include total effects in the
PCB structure, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. To
evalute the signal quality of each condition, another
simulation in the time domain must be processed. However,
it also spend lots of time and resource. We use a frequency
domain analysis with weight function of signal for easy and
fast approach to the result.

In Figure 3, the area of each condition means the
quantity of signal flowing from transmitter to reciever. So,
the cumulative area from DC to 40GHz in frequency domain
can be used for the gauge of signal quality, indirectly.
However, the enforced signal does not have a uniform
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spectrum in all frequency range. The rising time, duty cycle,
and time period of the enforced signal generate a regular
freqeuncy spectrum as shown in Figure 4.
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about process variation, we can suppose the distribution of
result.
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Figure 6. Concept of statistical analysis to find the result
of jtter and voltage margin from the variations of each
factors on PCBs
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Figure 5. (a) Analyzing the optimal values by using the

cumulative area of differential S-parameter 21 with weight
function in microstrip trace (b) Selected optimal values from
Taguchi method analysis

After calculating the frequency spectrum of 10Gbps
signal, we multiply the differential S-parameter 21 and
weight function of signal, and cumulate them from DC to
40GHz. One of the problem in this procedure is a lot of
process reduction, in fact. However, the purpose of
sensitivity analysis is to find the optimal values within many
conditions, relatively, not absoltely. Therefore, the result in
time domain can be verified with another setup for time
domain simulation.

The cumulative area with weight function in frequency
domain are sorted and we can choose the optimal value by
Taguchi method analysis as shown in Figure 5-(a),(b).

4. Statistical Analysis
Another problem of design procedure is how we can

gaurantee the precision of the optimal dimension. In the
process of implemention, some process errors can be added
to the desired values which are extracted by sensitivity
analysis, and it make the system worse, even be fail. To
predict what the process variations influence the result, we
use statistical analysis.

Figure 6 represents the concept of the statistical analysis.
The variation of each variables affects the result ofjitter and
voltage margin, respectively. If we have the information

For the process of statistical analysis, two assumptions
with basic mathematical concept are used. One is the I'5
linear approximation, which means when the variable, such
as trace width, is changed, the results of jitter and voltage
margin are changed proportionally by the change of
variables, as shown in Figure 7. If the range of variable
fluctuation becomes narrow, the accuracy of assumption
goes arise. Another is the gaussian distribution of process
errors in all variables. Using this method, we can find the
total error in the result from each variable variation easily by
using convolution ofeach gaussian distribution.
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Figure 7. The 1' linear approximation for applying the

changes of factors to the changes of result

Figure 8 describes the process variation of PCBs which
is provided by commercial industry. The level 2 means the
optimal value we selected, and the level I and the level 3
mean 3-sigma values in the gaussian distribution fimction.
Because each variables are altered within 10% to 200/o, the

I' linear approximation are valid to use.
By adopting another 27 times Taguchi method from each

values in Figure 8, we achieve experiment matrix and
sensitivity coefficient, and final distribution of jitter and
voltage margin, eventually. [3]
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Figure 8. Process variations from commercial industry
for statistical analysis

Figure 10. Time domain simulation setup
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Figure 11. The simulation result and eye diagram of

1OGbps system which includes the daughter card, connector,
mother board at reciever (a) the best case simulation (b) the
worst case simulation

(b)
Figure 9. (a) Simulation result of voltage margin and

jitter for statistical analysis for 27 cases (b) Gaussian
distribution of voltage margin and jitter from statistical
analysis

The simualtion results for statistical analysis are plotted
in Figure 9-(a). and we can extract the distribution of final
results, jitter and voltage margin, as shown in Figure 9-(b). It
means that there are 0.8% violation possibility in voltage
margin and 41.7% violation possibility in jitter by given
process variation.

5. Simulation and Measurement Result
For sensitivity analysis, 32 times 3D full wave

simulations with the precise dimension of each condition are
performed. The optimal value of all variables on PCB are
selected by applying weight function of signal frequency
spectrum and Taguchi method analsysis.

(c)
Figure 12. (a) Test vehicle for 1OGbps transmitter and

reciever (b) Real time oscilloscope probe for the differential
signaling (c) Measurement result and eye diagram of
lOGbps system which includes the daughter card, connector,
mother board at reciever

Figure 10 illustrates the simulation setup in time domain,
for the verification of selected value and the statistical
analsysis. We use a commercial model for TX and RX
module which chip vendor offers, and another model of
connector from connector vendor. Daughter card and mother
board model are extracted by 3D full wave simulator. The
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source for eye diagram and jitter in time domain is a 127-bit
pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS).

Figure 11 describes the simulation result in time domain
with the best case and the worst case in sensitivity analsyis.
The opening value of eye diagram in the best case
simulation is 8.94 times bigger in voltage margin and 2.13
times smaller in timing jitter than the worst case simulation.
We verify the validity of frequency domain analysis which
is used for fast and easy approach.

Figure 12-(a) shows the test vehicle for 1OGbps signal
generating and transmitting. A measurement setup of
differential probe for differential signal is shown in Figure
12-(b). With a real time sampling oscilloscope, we measure
the 1OGbps eye diagram at the test vehicle which has 4cm
trace length in daughter card and 1Ocm trace length in mother
board. The measurement result in Figure 12-(c) correlates
well with the simulation result in Figure 1 l-(a)
6. Conclusion

We proposed the new design methodology for over-Gbps
interfaces, successfully. The new design methodology can
be divide into two part, one is sensitivity analysis for finding
the optimal value in the PCBs structure, and another is
statistical analsysis for estimating the influences of process
variation.

For easy and fast approach in sensitivity analysis, we
adopt frequency domain analysis with weight function
calculated from signal spectrum. Also, we use the 1I' linear
approximation and probability distribution for statistical
analysis. We verify the validation of the proposed
methodology by simulation and measure result, and achieve
the good correlation bewteen them, too.

The proposed methodology can be utilized for board
design, package design and co-design of system such as
chip-package-PCB in over-Gbps interfaces, especially.
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